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1. Introduction 
Bound stems are characterized by posing some theoretical problems for morphological theories that 
defend a clear-cut distinction between derivation and compounding. Their formations suggest a 
compound-like structure in which the constituents exhibit an intermediate status between an affix and 
a stem, since they are bound as affixes and contentful as stems. In this context, an expressive set of 
elements that show these characteristics are the so-called neoclassical compounds, (i.e. compounds 
based in at least two or more bound stems of classical origin, connected via a linking element), such as 
oftalm-o-logista ‘ophthalmologist’, neur-o-psic-ó-logo ‘neuropsychologist’, agr-o-negócio 
‘agribusiness’ and hidr-o-massagem ‘whirlpool bath’.  

To explore the morphosyntax of neoclassical compounds in Brazilian Portuguese (henceforth, 
BP), in order to suggest a syntactic explanation to these formations, we will associate them with 
languages that have stem-based compounds, such as Modern Greek (e.g., mavr-o-aspros ‘black and 
white’, domat-o-salata ‘tomato salad’) and Russian (e.g., nov-o-strojka ‘new building’, kof-e-varka 
‘coffee machine’)1, to propose that it is the formal structure of this kind of compounding that allows 
the insertion of linking elements between the stems. Furthermore, we will investigate the impossibility 
of attaching inflectional or derivational morphemes in these compound first constituents, and its 
influence in the compound structure. 

Our proposal is based on the initial hypothesis that neoclassical word formation process is 
integrated into BP morphological system, although its formants are loanwords from classical 
languages. This assumption can found evidences in the great amount of new coined words attested in 
neologisms mapping databases, reflecting the fact they are productive and active for new formations 
(e.g., fotodepilação ‘photoepilation’, biodegradável ‘biodegradable’, autobiofotografia 

‘#autobiophotography’, agroecologia ‘agroecology’, neurocomputador ‘#neurocomputer’, 
eletroacupuntura ‘electroacupunture’, ecosocialismo ‘ecosocialism’).  

We will approach these data assuming a non-lexicalist view of grammar, the Distributed 
Morphology (DM) framework (cf. Halle and Marantz 1993), in which the interface between syntax 
and morphology is the transparent as possible, since it hypothesizes that the same computational 
system (i.e., syntax) generates both sentences as words. We believe that assuming morphological 
structure as being syntactic structure (syntax all the way down) provides an important tool to evaluate 
the structural differences present between stem-based compounds and word-based compounds. For 
this reason, our questions are twofold: (i) how can be a stem-based compound structured in a syntactic 
approach to morphology and (ii) what is the syntactic relevance (if any) of the linking element in this 
type of compounds.  
 
2. On linking elements and structure 
Considering the already proposed analysis for the vowels -o- and -i- in BP neoclassical compounds, 
we find most scholars assuming they are linking elements (cf. Sandmann 1989; Laroca 1994; Kehdi 
2002). The same is assumed by Villalva (2000) and Rio-Torto & Ribeiro (2011) for European 
Portuguese. Gonçalves (2011), on the other hand, claims that these vowels are part of the first 
constituent, since they are maintained in truncated forms, such as foto (foto-grafia), hetero (hetero-
ssexual), quilo (quilo-grama), etc. However, an analysis as the latter is anti-ecomomic analysis 

                                                           
1 The data from Modern Greek compounds and Russian compounds used in this work was taken from the 
descriptive works of Ralli’s (2008, 2009, 2010) and Perkles (2008) respectively.  



because besides it cannot cover the derivational properties of neoclassical stems, it also forces the 
grammar to contain two distinct forms available, hidr- and hidro, for example. 

For the different languages in which these linking elements appear, they were assigned various 
analysis with respect to their status, as listed by Ralli (2008:2): thematic vowels (Scalise 1992), 
compound markers (Ralli 2008) and structural functional elements linking the compound parts to each 
other (Di Sciullo 2005, 2009), among others. Focusing on Di Sciullo’s proposal, who assumes a 
lexicalist point of view for morphology, we have that all compounds are built on a functional 
projection, necessarily legible at the semantic interface (LF), whereas it may be legible at the 
phonological interface (PF) (e.g., hit-and-run, win-∅∅∅∅-win relation).  These functional projections have 
as their heads operators whose function is to provide the kind of relation existent between the 
compound constituents (e.g., AND, OR, SORT, IN and WITH), as represented in (1): 

 
(1) a.                 F                         b.                 F                   c.                    F 

                              3                             3                          3 

                          α               F                           α               F                         α                F 
                                   3                             3                           3 

                              AND             β                          OR              β                      SORT           β 
  
Based on the universality of the functional projection, Di Sciullo defends that such projections 

are required for phonological interpretation in compounds that have linking vowels (LV), such as 
those from Modern Greek, Balkan languages and Slovenian: 

 
 

(2)              F 
     3 

     α              F 
  3 

           LV              β 
 
 

(3)     pagovuno                                          (Modern Greek) 
                 pag-LV-vun-                      -o    
                 ice         mountain-NEU   NOM-SG 
                 ‘ice-berg’ 

(Di Sciullo 2005) 
 

For the author, the semantic relations between the parts of compounds with a linking vowel 
are restricted to a coordination relation in Romance languages and English (2005:18). However, 
assuming the classification of compounds proposed by Bisetto and Scalise (2005), which is divided 
into three macro-levels established according to the different internal grammatical relations present 
inside the compounds (viz. subordination (predicate-argument relation), attribution (modification 
relation) and coordination), we can admit that subordination and attribution are for a head as SORT, 
and coordination is for AND or OR.  

Thereby, distributing a set of BP neoclassical compounds in this classification, we notice they 
can be put in all the types provided, indicating the linking vowel cannot be strictly specified as a head 
of AND, OR, SORT, or any other operator, since it is a single linking vowel responsible for denoting 
all the different operators, what suggests the linking vowel has no morphosemantic relevance, being 
just a phonological requirement.2 
 
 
 
                                                           
2 The distribution in (4) also shows, contrary to what assumed Bisetto and Scalise (2005), that neoclassical 
compounds are not circumscribed to subordinative relations, since there were also found data in which they have 
attributive and coordinative readings.  



(4) The classification of compounds (Bisetto and Scalise 2005) 

 
                                                                        Compounds 

qgp 

Subordinative    Attributive     Coordenative 
                                         2             2              2 

                                     endo     exo         endo      exo      endo     exo 
 
 

SUBORDINATIVES  ATTRIBUTIVES   COORDINATIVES 

endo   exo   endo   exo   endo            exo 

blogofobia  punzólogo  equoterapia  biodegradável             heteromachista 
aracnofobia     hidrocefalia  ecochato             sociocultural 
transfobia   hidropilates neuroestimulação           agrosilvopastoril 
hidrologia   hidroginástica  psicossomático             sino-japonês  
egiptologia    hidroesportes  psicomotor   
reflexologia    hidrocarboneto psicoafetivo  
pesticida    biogás   eletrodoméstico   
praguicida    biodiversidade  hidroaéreo   

 
To corroborate this conclusion, we bring some Modern Greek compounds presented in Ralli 

(2009), which also have a single linking vowel to denote all the semantic relational flavors, 
impoverishing the conclusion that these vowels carry any semantic or grammatical function:  

 
(5) a. xaz-o-koritso    (Attributive)                                           (Modern Greek) 

                 silly  girl 
                “Silly girl” 
            b. mavr-o-aspros   (Coordinative) 
                black      white 
                “Black and white” 
            c. nixt-o-     puli  (Subordinative) 
                night       bird 
                “Night bird” 

 (Ralli 2009) 
 

Bearing in mind the assumption that roots are categoryless in DM, and that the categorial 
information is added only after the concatenation of a category-defining head (i.e. [x[√ROOT]], in 
which x: v, n, a), we propose that neoclassical compounds, as well as stem-based compounds (since 
they share the same morphological properties) have just a single category-defining head, situated at 
the compound right-hand edge, which is responsible for assigning the category to the compound 
constituents as a whole. Under DM assumptions, the proposal can be rewritten as follows: (i) first 
position root is not categorized and (ii) the two roots forming a compound are categorized by a single 
category-defining head. 

Evidences for this proposal are given with the impossibility of concatenating inflectional or 
derivational morphemes in the first position root3 (6), since only categorized roots are capable of 
receiving grammatical information, as can be seen in word-based compounds (7): 

 
(6) a.  (BP) *neur-o-s-transmissor;    *psic-o-s-terapia 

               neur-LE-pl-transmitter               psyc-LE-pl-therapy 
               “Neurotrasmitter”    “Psychotherapy” 
b.  (GR)  *ambel-i-o-xórafo;     *ríz-i-o-γalo 
        vineyard-nom.sg-LE-field  rice-nom.sg-LE-milk 
         “Vineyard field”   “Rice pudding”         

                                                           
3 Here assuming the term “root” as used in DM. 



c.  (RU)  * vol’n-yj-o-dum-stvo;   *perv-yj-o-klass-nik          
        free-adj.nom.sg.masc-LE-think-n  first-adj.nom.sg.masc-class- n 
       “Free thinking”    “First-class boy” 
 

(7) a. (BP) sofá-s-cama    tren-s bala 
            sofá-pl-bed    train-pl-bullet 
            “Sofa-bed”   “Bullet train” 
b. (GR) ksana-γráfo        eksó-porta

4
 

             again-write         out-door 
    “Write again”   “Outdoor” 
c. (RU) gús-i-lébed-i 
             goose-nom.pl.masc-swan-nom.pl.masc 
    “Goose and swan”. 
 

3. The linking element hypothesis 
In formal analysis, the heterogeneity of the internal grammatical relations present in compounds can 
be captured by functional projections which carry semantic operators (e.g. SORT, AND, OR, IN, 
WITH), as proposed by Di Sciullo (2005, 2009) in a lexicalist view, as commented above. Her 
generalization, however, do not explain neoclassical compounds if we assume that -o- is the exponent 
of AND, since it would be necessary three different -o-‘s (o1 -SORT-, as in equ-o-terapia, o2 -AND-, 
agr-o-silv-o-pastoril, and o3 -IN-, hidr-o-ginástica). Likewise, assuming the linking element is what 
fills these functional projection heads also cannot explain data from Modern Greek and Russian. 

Nevertheless, Di Sciullo’s proposal is not all disposable, since the absence of semantic 
information in linking elements only prevents their appearance as a head of these functional 
projections. Therefore, we defend that linking elements in neoclassical and stem-based compounds are 
not relevant for syntax, because they do not carry any grammatical or semantic information, in the 
sense employed by the author, being inserted for phonological requirements. Thereby, we ensure these 
functional heads are present inside the compounds, but are phonologically empty. So, in our vision, a 
stem-based compound is structured as in (8):  
 

(8)              x 
                  3  
     x                F 
   3 

             √α      F 
             3          In which x: v, n, a; and           

                                    F   √β        F: SORT, AND, OR, IN, WITH.  
 

As a result, the compounds explored until here should be represented as follows: 
 

(9) (BP) a.     n                      (GR) b.   n         (RU) c.    n 
                              2                            2                2 

     n          F                          n          F                        n          F 
            -ura   3               -os  3              -tel  3 

      √pisc          F                 √mavr            F                √mor            F 
      3                   3        3 

     F     √cult                  F           √aspr-      F      √plava            
            SORT                               AND        SORT     

          piscicultura               mavroaspros       moreplavatel 

                                ‘fish farming’                    ‘black and white’                    ‘see tailor’      
            

                                                           
4 Ralli (2009) comments there are few compounds in Modern Greek in which the first constituent is a word. Data 
as these are found when the first constituent is an adverb or a numeral. 



The structures in (9), describe how a stem-based compound is structured: two roots are joined 
by a functional head, in which the modifier root c-commands the modified one, and the internal 
relation between them is provided by an operator serving as head. The categorial information is added 
by a category-defining head that takes as a complement the functional projection containing the roots. 
The linking elements will be inserted in the path to phonological form (PF), when the linearization 
takes place, and their selection – in cases of more than one linking element available – is governed by 
language-specific rules, summed as follows: 

 
(10) Rules for linking element insertion 

(GR) When √β ends in a consonant and √α begins with a consonant, insert the vowel /o/ right 
after √β. 
(RU) When √β ends in coronal or strident consonants, insert the vowel /je/ right after √β. In 
other contexts, insert /a/.  
(BP) When √β ends in a consonant and √α begins with a consonant, insert the vowel /i/ right 
after √β, just if √α contains the diacritic ҂. In other contexts, insert /o/. 
 
Thus, the resulting sequence from linearization requires the insertion of linking elements, 

which are regulated by phonological rules according to the quality of the roots in the phonological 
context, or for a diacritic when its insertion is a historical residue. With this proposal, we explain how 
stem-based compounds have their semantic relations between the compound constituents, following 
Di Sciullo’s proposal of functional heads, and how their linking elements are inserted in the product 
generated by the computational device.   
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